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It is pointed out that the proper interpretation of a recently published experimental spectrum from the
multilaser photoionization of Sr[Eichmannet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.90, 233004(2003)] must account for a
radiative transition between two autoionizing states. The application of orthonormality selection rules and of
configuration-interaction theory involving the continuous spectrum and the quasicontinuum of the upper part of
Rydberg series explains quantitatively the appearance, the shape, and the variation of heights of the observed
peaks of resonances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent publication entitled “Fano line shapes recon-
sidered: Symmetric photoionization peaks from pure con-
tinuum excitation,” Eichmann, Gallagher, and Konik[1] pre-
sented spectroscopic data from a stepwise laser excitation
process in Sr that probed the continuous spectrum below and
above the Sr+ 5f threshold. In this experiment, a Sr atom is
raised via repeated steps of one-photon absorption to the
doubly excited 5d17, state,,=12, which lies above the en-
ergies of the Sr+ 5s 2S and 5p 2Po states. From there, a laser-
induced photoionization spectrum is recorded, froml
<555 to 545 nm, thereby sweeping the energy region from
slightly below the Sr+ 5f threshold to the vicinity of the 5g
limit at about 544 nm. In this range, there is the continuum
of the Sr 5f«, states together with the upper part of the 5fn,
Rydberg series, as well as the 5gm,8 Rydberg states which,
for values ofmù20, lie above the 5f threshold(m andn are
integers, and« is the continuous value of the free-electron
energy). In other words, the measurements result from a one-
photon excitation that starts from the 5d17, state and reaches
the s5fn, ,«,d and s5gm,8 ,«8,8d, channels, between which
there is configuration interaction(CI). The relevant part of
the energy spectrum and the related observations are taken
from [1] and are reproduced here for convenience(Figs. 1
and 2).

In order to interpret the observations, Eichmannet al. [1]
employed Fano’s theory on the “effects of configuration in-
teraction on intensities and phase shifts”[2]. In doing so,
they argued that there is a shortcoming in this theory which
“is removed by the explicit introduction of the phase-shifted
continuum,” and proposed modifications of a qualitative na-
ture that account for the upper part of the Rydberg series.
Specifically, the data show distinct symmetric peaks, which
were attributed to autoionizing states of 5gm,8 s,8=11,13d
Rydberg configurations, starting withm=19, whose energy is
just below the 5f threshold, and continuing into the 5f«,

continuum. These configurations cannot be reached by dipole
transitions from the 5d17,, ,=12, state.

In our view, an additional reason for the significance of
the published measurements[1] is the fact that the step of
photoionization connects two autoionizing states rather than
a discrete(initial) and an autoionizing(final) state, which is
what is discussed in[1,2]. Given the accuracy of observa-
tions, we thought that features of the recorded spectrum
should reflect this fact, thereby providing an opportunity to
test a previously published related theory and computational
methodology[3]. Hence, in the present paper, the observa-
tions [1] of symmetric resonances of Sr 5gm,8 configura-
tions below the Sr+ 5f threshold are interpreted from a dif-
ferent point of view in two ways: first, with respect to the use
of electronic structure in conjunction with the theory of con-
figuration interaction in the continuum(CIC) and the incor-
poration of the upper part of the Rydberg series; second, with
respect to the fact that the initial state in the photoionization
process, i.e., the 5d17,, is an autoionizing state, since it can
mix with the Sr 5s«s,±2d and 5p«s,±1d continua.

II. THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION

The theory herein is partly based on earlier work on CIC
[4–6] which had already pointed out the need for including
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FIG. 1. The energy region probed in the experiment of[1],
whose results were analyzed and interpreted in[1] and here.
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as an appendage to the Fano formalism the quasicontinuum
of Rydberg series below the threshold of interest[4]. The
inclusion of such states in a CIC formalism explains the
appearance of the symmetric Sr 5gm,8 resonances. Use is
also made of the work that dealt in a general way with the
“theory and computation of the profile of the free-free tran-
sition probability between autoionizing states”[3]. Based on
this analysis we explain the variation of the heights of the
observed peaks, a phenomenon that was not discussed in[1].

In most cases, the determination of the principal features
of excited state spectra of polyelectronic atoms or molecules
necessitates the superposition of the configurations important
for the problem and knowledge of the correct energy differ-
ences. Of course, the mixing coefficients result from the
complete solution, and one practical question that must con-
cern every formal or computational approach is how to trun-
cate the exact expansion over discrete and scattering basis
sets without seriously affecting the correct mixing coeffi-
cients of the configurations that determine overwhelmingly
the property of interest. The stationary states in the energy
range where the symmetric peaks are recorded[1] consist,
mainly, of superpositions of the 5gms,±1d configurations
with configurations of the 5fn, ,«,, channel.

We assume the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian,H, with ma-
trix elements k5gm,8uHu5gm,8l;E0 and k5gm,8uHu5f«,l
;V0«, different for eachm. The intrachannel matrix ele-
ments are zero or negligible. In fact, according to analysis of
electronic structure, e.g.,[7], for the present case of pair
correlation with respect to the 5gm,8 configurations, the an-
gular momentum of the orbitals, in the s5fn, ,«,d channel
that dominates the interaction matrix elements has the value
,=,8+1. The main interaction comes from configurations
wheren>m. The CI mixingf5gms,−1dg↔ s5fn,d is an ex-
ample of “symmetric exchange of orbital symmetry” pair
correlation[7]. It is due to the increased orbital overlap—and
hence interaction—that outer orbitals with,8=,−1 have, as
compared with those of,8=,+1. In what follows we neglect
higher-order correlation effects, since they are not relevant to
the physics of the discussion.

The observed 5gm,8 Rydberg resonances are well sepa-
rated from each other[1]. Hence, we opt for the one-
resonance formalism which is simpler than the many-
resonance one. Following Fano[2], we write the correlated,
energy-dependent wave functionCE in the vicinity of each
5gm,8 resonance in the form

CE = aESC0 + o
n

PE dE8un,E8
1

E − E8
VE80

+ uE
E − E0 − DsEd

VE0
D . s1d

The localized part is symbolized byC0 (different for each
5gm,8), and has energyE0 that is embedded in the con-
tinuum of scattering states 5f«,, symbolized byhuEj. P
stands for principal value integration. Observe that, next to
the scattering states, Eq.(1) contains a summation over the
Rydberg states 5fn,. For energy-normalized wavefunctions,
aE

2 has the form of a Lorentzian distribution with half-width
GE=pV0E

2 . Specifically,

aE
2 =

1

p

GE

fE − E0 − DsEdg2 + GE
2 , s2d

where E.Eth—the threshold value of Sr+ 5f. The energy
shift DsEd is given by

DsEd = o
n

V0En

tn

E − En
VEn0 + PE dE8V0E8

1

E − E8
VE80.

s3d

In the above expression, the matrix elements refer to energy-
normalized wave functions, and so physical quantities are
continued smoothly as the energy crosses the ionization
threshold. The correspondence to volume-normalized matrix
elements isV0En

=tn
−1/2V0n wheretn=]En/]n.

CI perturbs the continuum, which is characterized by the
phase shift

d = − tan−1S GE

E − E0 − DsEdD , s4d

while the spectrum of the perturbed Rydberg series results
from application of the condition

En − E0 − DsEnd = 0 s5d

so that the coefficient of the unbound functionuE in Eq. (1)
is zero forE,Eth.

Equations(3)–(5) show that the existence of a Rydberg
series in the escape channel affects the phase shift. This
simple extension of Fano’s theory was pointed out some time
ago[see Eq.(17) of [4] and the general theory of[5,6]], and
is basic to the recent discussion by Eichmannet al. [1].

The observation of the symmetric peaks in[1] can be
explained using Eq.(1) and elements from the theory of
electronic structure[7] in the following way. Since the values
of the Rydberg electron angular momentum are high, the
states can be treated as single configurations. Adopting the
electric dipole approximation, we see that when the 5d17,
configuration is the initial stateF,, the only contribution to
the matrix elementkFiur uCEl comes from the Rydberg 5f17,
state, throughk5d17,ur u5f17,l~ k5dur u5flk17, u17,l. Due to
electron correlation,u5f17,l appears as a component ofCE
[Eq. (1)] at all energies above and below the Sr+ 5f thresh-
old. This fact, which results from orthonormality selection
rules, is a reasonably general feature of those Rydberg con-

FIG. 2. Detail of the recorded spectrum, taken from Fig. 2b of
[1], showing the 5gm,8 resonances, withm=19–24.
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figurations where the outer orbitals of both initial and final
states are essentially hydrogenic.

Therefore, as the energy region with the Rydberg series of
autoionizing statesu5gm,8l is reached by one-photon absorp-
tion from the u5d17,l state, the dipole matrix element for
eachu5gm,8l of Eq. (1), with ,8=,−1, is

kFiur uCEl = aEDiE17

t17

E − E17
VE170

, s6d

whereDiE17
~ k5dur u5flk17, u17,l andE17 is the energy of the

u5f17,l state. WheneverE is in the neighborhood of the
energy of au5gm,8l Rydberg state with energyE0+D, a
sharp increase in the cross section takes place because ofaE
[Eq. (2)].

Hence, there is an absorption peak at the position of each
u “5gm,8 ” l Rydberg state, with,8=,−1=11, whose strength
is analogous to the value ofDiE17

2 and to the degree of the
contribution of theu5f17,l configuration to the wave func-
tion (1). The above constitutes a clear interpretation of the
measurements of[1] as to the appearance of the peaks inside
the continuous spectrum of the 5f«, channel.

Given Eq.(2), the square of Eq.(6) is a narrow Lorentz-
ian, a fact which explains the observation of symmetric
peaks above the 5f threshold.[The quantitiesG and D, as
well as the factorsE−E17d2, are essentially constant.] Below,
we show why the Lorentzian shape also holds for the lines
due tou5gm,8l states that exist below the 5f threshold. Spe-
cifically, we will deduce the similarity which exists between
the continuous spectrum and the upper part of the Rydberg
series, thereby obtaining an expression[Eq. (11)], for which
the form of the distribution is similar to Eq.(2) for the con-
tinuum.

The normalization condition of the wave function of Eq.
(1) for E,Eth gives

aEn

2 = F1 −
d

dE
DsEdG−1

, s7d

whereEn is the energy of each Rydberg state. As written, Eq.
(7) cannot be connected to a specific distribution. Neverthe-
less, the following analysis reveals thataEn

2 is indeed a
Lorentzian.

We first note that the newDsEd has poles at the energies
of the zero-order spectrum, the residues of which are all
equal to unity. Following[5,6], a smooth function is defined
as

D̄sEnd = DsEnd − V0En
p cotpnVEn0, s8d

where the energies of the perturbed spectrum are written as
En=Eth−1/2n2, wherev is not an integer(see below). The
matrix elementV0E refers to energy-normalizedRydberg
states 5fn,. Then, Eq.(5) takes the form

En − E0 − D̄sEnd = V0En
p cotpnVEn0, s9d

from which n is obtained.[Note the similarity with Eq.(4).
Puttingn=n−m, wherem is the quantum defect,pm matches
the phase shiftd at threshold.]

SubstitutingDsEd of Eq. (3) into Eq. (7), and taking into
account the fact that the smooth part is a slowly varying
function of the energy, we obtain

d

dE
DsEd < −

p2V0E
2

sin2 pn
S ]E

]n
D−1

. s10d

Puttingtn;]E/]n=1/n3, and neglecting unity in Eq.(7), as
is natural for high-n Rydberg states, this equation becomes

aEn

2 <
tn sin2 pn

p2V0En

2 . s11d

The combination of Eqs.(9) and (11) then gives the
Lorentzian shape for a resonance embedded in a quasicon-
tinuum of Rydberg series:

aEn

2 <
1

p

tnGEn

fEn − E0 − D̄sEndg2 + GEn

2
. s12d

This result explains the observed peaks that lie below the
5f threshold, such as them=19 and 18 states[1]. These
u5gm,8l states are embedded in the quasicontinuum of the
high u5fn,l Rydberg states and indeed their shape is sym-
metric.

Note that the existence of the factortn in Eq. (12) makes
possible the evaluation of a sum over the 5fn, dense series
of states by an integral, according to the recipeSntnfn
→edn tnfn=efsEddE. This correspondence is used below,
where the third aspect of our discussion, having to do with
the radiative transition when the initial state is autoionizing,
is presented.

A. Resonance to resonance transition

Most photoionization experiments in the region of au-
toionizing (resonance) states involve bound-free transitions.
The formalism which explained the phenomenology of the
cross section is that of Fano[2].

In our work on free-free transitions[3], we considered the
case of radiative transitions between two isolated resonance
states. The formalism is general(it includes the Fano case),
while the prototypical implementation was concerned with
the transition between two doubly excited states of He,
“2s2p” 1Po→ “2p3p” 1D, for tunable radiation around
3.4 eV.

Multilaser experiments, such as the one reported in[1],
offer the opportunity of measuring accurately the one-photon
transition rate between two autoionizing states. In fact, this is
what the Sr transitionu5d17,l→ u5gn,8l represents, since the
initial, stationary state is mixed with the Sr 5s«s,±2d and
5p«s,±1d continua. Consequently, the initial state of this
dipole transition is broadened weakly, with a widthGi. The
corresponding energy distribution is the Lorentzian

1

p

Gi

sEi + hn − Ed2 + Gi
2 ,

by which we multiply the square of Eq.(6) and integrate
overE to obtain the cross section(apart from constants) [3].
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The result of the integration of the product of two
Lorentzians is a Lorentzian whose width is the sum of the
two widths. As a function ofhn, the cross section in the
length form is given by[3]

s ~ sEm − EidS t17

Ei + hn − E17
D2

3
Gi + Gm

fEi + hn − Em − DsEmdg2 + sGi + Gmd2 . s13d

This formula is also valid for states lying in the quasicon-

tinuum of the Rydberg series, provided thatD̄ replacesD.

B. Application

Formula (13) can now be used to interpret the observed
heights of the peaks in the spectrum of Sr[1]. Crucial to this
is the dependence of the widths on the quantum numbers.
Specifically, since both the initial state 5d17, and the reso-
nance states 5gms,−1d are of the Rydberg type, their widths
are proportional tos17−m,d−3 and sm−m0d−3, respectively,
where m are quantum defects. At the energiesEi +hn=Em
+DsEmd, s is maximized, with the Lorentzian factor becom-
ing 1/sGi +Gmd. Therefore, for valuesm@17 the width of the
initial state dominates. The result is that the height increases
more slowly than it would for a Lorentzian with a width
caused by only the 5gms,−1d state. At the same time, the
first factor of formula(13) reducess with increasing excita-
tion energy. By combining the two results, we find a series of
resonances with heights that are slowly decreasing with de-
creasing wavelength.

The above argument is modified for the 5gms,−1d states
with energies below the 5f threshold(e.g., m=19), which
appear as perturbers of the 5fn, Rydberg series, since the
sum of the energies in the denominator of Eq.(13) is not
equal to zero at the position of the resonance and the
Lorentzian does not reach its full height. In this case, this
sum is equal toGm cotpv. Using the energies from the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards tables[8] and the spectrum given
in [1], we calculatedn=18.8.

The above theoretical results were applied for the deter-
mination of the line spectrum given by Eq.(13) in arbitrary
units. The results, Fig. 3, are in excellent agreement with the
measurements of[1] (Fig. 2).

III. CONCLUSION

The present CIC theory of photoabsorption, which in-
cludes as a quasicontinuum the contribution of the upper part
of the Rydberg series below the threshold of a channel of
physical relevance, explains the observations of Eichmannet
al. [1] in good detail. It is emphasized that the theory is
formulated systematically, so as to allow quantitative imple-
mentation.

One of the intriguing consequences of CIC occurring in
this experiment is the fact that it brings out the fingerprints of
dipole transitions between Rydberg resonance states. This is
recognized and dealt with here, by treating the problem of
resonance-resonance transitions from first principles.
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FIG. 3. The line spectrum Sr 5dn,→5f«, (no widths are
given), in arbitrary units calculated from formula(13). The posi-
tions correspond to the 5gm,8 resonances, withm=19–24.
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